Featured Media Hits

**ABC News - Secrecy Shrouds Decade-Old Oil Spill in Gulf of Mexico**
AP interview with John regarding the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

**Fast Company - Inside The Satellite Detective Agencies That Catch The Companies Destroying The Planet—From Space:** Discusses SkyTruth and Global Fishing Watch

**WV Public Broadcasting - Appalachian Voices Releases Mountaintop Mining Mapping Tool**
Discusses SkyTruth’s work with Appalachian Voices on MTR Map

US Media Hits

**3/16/2015**
**Fast Company - Inside The Satellite Detective Agencies That Catch The Companies Destroying The Planet—From Space:** Discusses SkyTruth and Global Fishing Watch

**4/7/2015**
**Desmog Blog - New Federal Fracking Rules Rely on FracFocus Even as EPA Research Highlights Site’s Flaws:** Discusses SkyTruth’s work with scraping data from FracFocus and the BLM’s decision on transparency

**4/10/2015**
**OnEarth Magazine – How Much Oil?**
Discusses SkyTruth’s estimate of the amount of oil spilled during the Deepwater Horizon spill

**4/15/2015**
**AISSummit.com – Paul Woods from SkyTruth will present their upcoming product: Global Fishing Watch:** Announces Paul’s upcoming presentation at the AIS Summit in Hamburg, Germany

**Herald-Dispatch - Huntington's OVEC being honored today at ceremony at National Press Club in D.C.:** Mentions John Amos and SkyTruth’s winning the Jean & Leslie Douglas Pearl Award

**OVEC.com – WV-Based OVEC and SkyTruth to Receive Jean and Leslie Douglas Pearl Award:**
Mentions John Amos and SkyTruth’s winning the Jean & Leslie Douglas Pearl Award

**4/16/2015**
**ABC News - Secrecy Shrouds Decade-Old Oil Spill in Gulf of Mexico**
AP interview with John regarding the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells
Houston Chronicle – Secrecy Shrouds Decade-Old Oil Spill in Gulf of Mexico
AP interview with John regarding the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

Washington Post – Secrecy Shrouds Decade-Old Oil Spill in Gulf of Mexico
Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

Yahoo! India – Celebrity Photo of the Day
Features the image used by SkyTruth for the AP interview

Abilene Reporter-News - Secrecy shrouds decade-old oil spill in Gulf of Mexico
Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

My San Antonio – Hidden Oil Spill in the Gulf of Mexico
Features the image used by SkyTruth for the AP interview

Deseret News - Secrecy shrouds decade-old oil spill in Gulf of Mexico
Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

Free-I-News – Secrecy shrouds decade-old oil spill in Gulf of Mexico
Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

Daily Kos - Decade long oil spill in the GoM has finally had its shroud of secrecy lifted.
Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

Watertown Daily Times - Secrecy shrouds decade-old oil spill in Gulf of Mexico
Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

New York Daily News - Oil spill in Gulf of Mexico is far worse than previously reported: investigation
Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

South Bend Tribune – Secrecy shrouds ’04 spill in Gulf
Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

Winnepeg Free Press - A glance at contrasts, parallels between BP's gusher and decade-old oil leak in Gulf of Mexico
Contrasts and parallels taken from the AP interview

The Ledger - Oil Leak Goes Almost Unnoticed: Secrecy Shrouds Decade-Old Oil Spill in Gulf
Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

Seattle Times - Secrecy shrouds decade-long oil spill off Louisiana
Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

**The Youngstown, OH Vindicator - Secrecy shrouds decade-old oil spill**
Abbreviated Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

**Casa Grande Dispatch - Secrecy shrouds decade-old oil spill in Gulf of Mexico**
Abbreviated Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

**PennEnergy - Decade-old oil spill getting attention in Gulf of Mexico**
Abbreviated Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

**Missoulian - A glance at 2 Gulf spills: 1 infamous, 1 virtually unnoticed**
Contrasts and parallels taken from the AP interview

**San Angelo Standard-Times - Secrecy shrouds decade-old oil spill in Gulf of Mexico**
Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

**Huffington Post - Secrecy Shrouds Decade-Old Oil Spill In Gulf Of Mexico**
Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

**Fox Business - A glance at contrasts, parallels between BP's gusher and decade-old oil leak in Gulf of Mexico**
Contrasts and parallels taken from the AP interview

**Minneapolis Star Tribune - A glance at contrasts, parallels between BP's gusher and decade-old oil leak in Gulf of Mexico**
Contrasts and parallels taken from the AP interview

**Charleston Post and Courier - True scope of oil leak surfaces**
Abbreviated Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

**Panama City News Herald – Secret spill: Oil still leaking in Gulf of Mexico after 10+ years**
Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

**Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel - Secrecy shrouds decade-old oil spill in Gulf of Mexico**
Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

**The Paris News - Secrecy shrouds decade-old oil spill in Gulf of Mexico**
Features image by SkyTruth from AP interview

**WBT – Charlotte News Radio – New evidence indicates barely known decade-old Gulf oil leak is far worse than reported**
Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells
Winston-Salem Journal - Secrecy shrouds decade-old oil spill in Gulf of Mexico
Features image by SkyTruth from AP interview

4/18/2015
Newsweek - Oil Spill You've Never Heard of Has Been Leaking Into Gulf of Mexico for a Decade
Includes link to AP article and features video interview with John

4/20/2015
Fusion – Terrible Anniversary - In the five years since BP, there have been nearly 10000 spills reported in the Gulf of Mexico
Discusses the SkyTruth blog with the Gulf of Mexico oil spill map

Clinton Herald - Secrecy shrouds decade-old oil spill in Gulf of Mexico
Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

The Advertiser - Decades old leak dwarfed only by BP spill
Abbreviated Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

Washington Post - Lessons from the BP oil spill on the fifth anniversary
Features interview with John Amos

All-Gov.com - Oil Platform has been Leaking into Gulf of Mexico for more than 10 Years
Features quote from John Amos from the AP interview

Columbia Missourian - A glance at two Gulf spills: One infamous, one virtually unnoticed
Contrasts and parallels taken from the AP interview

Myrtle Beach Online - Secrecy shrouds decade-old oil spill in Gulf of Mexico
Abbreviated Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

4/24/2015
Google+ Kurt Schwehr – Features image by SkyTruth

4/28/2015
WV Public Broadcasting - Appalachian Voices Releases Mountaintop Mining Mapping Tool
Discusses SkyTruth’s work with Appalachian Voices on MTR Map

WCHSTV - New Mapping Tool Shows Mountaintop Removal's Proximity To Communities
Discusses SkyTruth’s work with Appalachian Voices on MTR Map
International Media Hits

Chile

3/2/2015
ProHumana - Google, Oceana and SkyTruth join the network to monitor illegal fishing:
Discusses Global Fishing Watch


Mexico

4/17/2015
Sipse.com - Spill Taylor Energy Company, more severe than reported
Abbreviated Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

Yucatan.com - Hidden Threat: Half truth about oil leak in the Gulf
Abbreviated Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

Canada

4/17/2015
Canadian Business - A glance at contrasts, parallels between BP’s gusher and decade-old oil leak in Gulf of Mexico
Contrasts and parallels taken from the AP interview

Australia

4/20/2015
Brisbane Courier-Mail - Investigation reveals details of 2004 oil spill kept secret for decades
Abbreviated Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells

News.com.au - Investigation reveals details of 2004 oil spill kept secret for decades
Abbreviated Reprint of AP interview with John re: the ongoing Taylor Energy leaking wells